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'Australia First' is a good slogan that has been adopted by several quite different political ideologies. This book deals
with the movement that developed slowly from about and came to an inglorious end in

Canberra â€” Canberra is the capital city of Australia. With a population of ,, it is Australias largest inland
city, the city is located at the northern end of the Australian Capital Territory, km south-west of Sydney, and
km north-east of Melbourne. A resident of Canberra is known as a Canberran, the site of Canberra was
selected for the location of the nations capital in as a compromise between rivals Sydney and Melbourne,
Australias two largest cities. It is unusual among Australian cities, being a planned city outside of any state,
similar to Washington, D. Following an international contest for the design, a blueprint by American architects
Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin was selected. The Griffins plan featured geometric motifs
such as circles, hexagons and triangles, the citys design was influenced by the garden city movement and
incorporates significant areas of natural vegetation that have earned Canberra the title of the bush capital. The
ACT is independent of any state to prevent any one state from gaining an advantage by hosting the seat of
Commonwealth power, the ACT has voting representation in the Commonwealth Parliament, and has its own
independent Legislative Assembly and government, similar to the states. Compared to the averages, the
unemployment rate is lower. Property prices are high, in part due to comparatively restrictive development
regulations. An s map of the region by Major Mitchell indeed does mark the Sullivans Creek floodplain
between two mountains as Nganbra. Nganbra or Nganbira could readily have been anglicised to the name
Canberry, survey plans of the district dated refer to the area as the Canberry Plain. Before white settlement, the
area in which Canberra would eventually be constructed was seasonally inhabited by Indigenous Australians,
archaeological evidence of settlement in the region includes inhabited rock shelters, rock paintings and
engravings, burial places, camps and quarry sites, and stone tools and arrangements. Artefacts suggests early
human activity occurred at some point in the area 21, years previously, European exploration and settlement
started in the Canberra area as early as the s. There were four expeditions between and , white settlement of
the area probably dates from , when a homestead or station was built on what is now the Acton peninsula by
stockmen employed by Joshua John Moore. He formally applied to purchase the site on 16 December , on 30
April , Moore was told by letter that he could retain possession of 1, acres at Canberry. The European
population in the Canberra area continued to grow throughout the 19th century 2. Australia â€” Australia,
officially the Commonwealth of Australia, is a country comprising the mainland of the Australian continent,
the island of Tasmania and numerous smaller islands. It is the worlds sixth-largest country by total area, the
neighbouring countries are Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and East Timor to the north, the Solomon Islands
and Vanuatu to the north-east, and New Zealand to the south-east. Australias capital is Canberra, and its
largest urban area is Sydney, for about 50, years before the first British settlement in the late 18th century,
Australia was inhabited by indigenous Australians, who spoke languages classifiable into roughly groups. The
population grew steadily in subsequent decades, and by the s most of the continent had been explored, on 1
January , the six colonies federated, forming the Commonwealth of Australia. Australia has since maintained a
liberal democratic political system that functions as a federal parliamentary constitutional monarchy
comprising six states. The population of 24 million is highly urbanised and heavily concentrated on the eastern
seaboard, Australia has the worlds 13th-largest economy and ninth-highest per capita income. With the
second-highest human development index globally, the country highly in quality of life, health, education,
economic freedom. The name Australia is derived from the Latin Terra Australis a name used for putative
lands in the southern hemisphere since ancient times, the Dutch adjectival form Australische was used in a
Dutch book in Batavia in , to refer to the newly discovered lands to the south. On 12 December , Macquarie
recommended to the Colonial Office that it be formally adopted, in , the Admiralty agreed that the continent
should be known officially as Australia. The first official published use of the term Australia came with the
publication of The Australia Directory and these first inhabitants may have been ancestors of modern
Indigenous Australians. The Torres Strait Islanders, ethnically Melanesian, were originally horticulturists, the
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northern coasts and waters of Australia were visited sporadically by fishermen from Maritime Southeast Asia.
The first recorded European sighting of the Australian mainland, and the first recorded European landfall on
the Australian continent, are attributed to the Dutch. The first ship and crew to chart the Australian coast and
meet with Aboriginal people was the Duyfken captained by Dutch navigator, Willem Janszoon. He sighted the
coast of Cape York Peninsula in early , the Dutch charted the whole of the western and northern coastlines and
named the island continent New Holland during the 17th century, but made no attempt at settlement. William
Dampier, an English explorer and privateer, landed on the north-west coast of New Holland in , in , James
Cook sailed along and mapped the east coast, which he named New South Wales and claimed for Great
Britain. The first settlement led to the foundation of Sydney, and the exploration, a British settlement was
established in Van Diemens Land, now known as Tasmania, in , and it became a separate colony in The
United Kingdom formally claimed the part of Western Australia in Separate colonies were carved from parts
of New South Wales, South Australia in , Victoria in , the Northern Territory was founded in when it was
excised from South Australia 3. Nazism â€” National Socialism, more commonly known as Nazism, is the
ideology and practice associated with the 20th-century German Nazi Party and Nazi Germany, as well as other
far-right groups. Nazism subscribed to theories of racial hierarchy and Social Darwinism, identifying Germans
as part of what Nazis regarded as an Aryan or Nordic master race and it aimed to overcome social divisions
and create a homogeneous society, unified on the basis of racial purity. The term National Socialism arose out
of attempts to create a nationalist redefinition of socialism, the Nazi Partys precursor, the Pan-German
nationalist and anti-Semitic German Workers Party, was founded on 5 January By the early s, Adolf Hitler
assumed control of the organisation, following the Holocaust and German defeat in World War II, only a few
fringe racist groups, usually referred to as neo-Nazis, still describe themselves as following National
Socialism. The full name of Adolf Hitlers party was Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, the
shorthand Nazi was formed from the first two syllables of the German pronunciation of the word national. The
term was in use before the rise of the NSDAP as a colloquial and derogatory word for a peasant,
characterizing an awkward. It derived from Ignaz, being a version of Ignatius, a common name in Bavaria.
Opponents seized on this and shortened the first word of the name, Nationalsozialistische. From them, the
spread into other languages and was eventually brought back to Germany after World War II. In English,
Nazism is a name for the ideology the party advocated. The majority of scholars identify Nazism in practice as
a form of far-right politics, far-right themes in Nazism include the argument that superior people have a right
to dominate over other people and purge society of supposed inferior elements. Adolf Hitler and other
proponents officially portrayed Nazism as being neither left- nor right-wing, but the politicians of the Right
deserve exactly the same reproach. It was through their miserable cowardice that those ruffians of Jews who
came into power in were able to rob the nation of its arms, a major inspiration for the Nazis were the far-right
nationalist Freikorps, paramilitary organisations that engaged in political violence after World War I. The
Nazis stated the alliance was purely tactical and there remained substantial differences with the DNVP, the
Nazis described the DNVP as a bourgeois party and called themselves an anti-bourgeois party. After the
elections in , the alliance broke after the DNVP lost many of its seats in the Reichstag, the Nazis denounced
them as an insignificant heap of reactionaries. Kaiser Wilhelm II, who was pressured to abdicate the throne
and flee into exile amidst an attempted communist revolution in Germany, there were factions in the Nazi
Party, both conservative and radical.
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The Complete Cease of Illegal Immigration: This core policy is set on the limitation and eventual stop of
Illegal Immigration. This policy must be undertaken in order to strengthen and fabricate a united nationalist
state. We cannot unite our people together with the continued flow of Illegal Immigrants. Our governments are
currently rolling out the red carpet for more and more boats of Illegal Immigrants, to lock them up in detention
centres for a period of time and then grant those funds from our taxes and cluster them in housing commission
areas. This is not what Australia should be about.. This is not what our once great nation should be. Illegal
Immigrants are clustered into commissioned areas with high crime rates, and with the mix of hip-hop music
and western society the youth will gain a sense of nationalist pride and form gangs to intimidate and attack
innocent people. There are moral ethics to the freedom and rights of any person who wants to become
Australian, but there is a line with these ethics and the line is being crossed. The Australian United National
Socialist Party believes the preservation of our Australian heritage, a proud unified state, and the concern of
our own race before others are the most desired fundamentals. A Brand New System of Economy: Capitalism
is on the inevitable verge of collapse with the excessive greed and spending of our globalized corporations and
media. Capitalism is a rabid dog that has been let off its leash to poison and pollute the principals of good
business. Capitalism does not benefit the people, or the state, it benefits the rich while the hungry hand of
Globalization clusters into the wallets of the poor. In our new system of economy every Australian who is a
decent working individual should be granted with a reasonable income, we must cut off tax eg. Miners tax,
Carbon tax, etc. We must destroy the communist agenda of our Labor and Liberal tyrants and stabilize our
economy, the way it should be. We must strengthen our borders with a more powerful and well-funded
militarization of Australia from possible foreign invaders. And finally we must develop alternate ways for
energy, cut off carbon tax, convert to electric cars, hydrogen powered cars, natural gas resources would lower
the costs of electricity in a great deal. The Australian United National Socialist Party believes that Australia
has the potential to avoid a global financial crisis, we believe nationalism would be a great and effective tool
to avoid any form of economic destabilization. If the right strategy is put into practise. The Australian United
National Socialist Party deeply believes every Australian should be treated to pure Australian fruits and
vegetables. Not only can every Australian have the right to eat them, but also the right to grow them for
cheaper and better quality. Every new house should be fitted with a water tank to help preserve water and
make water use twice as cheap. Farmers have an option to purchase more land outside their own for the higher
development of wheat, grain, meat, vegetables etc. The Eradication of Fluoride in Our Water: What we are
told is that water is healthy and great for us and that it helps filtrate our kidneys etc. But we know that is not
the case, Fluoride is added into anti-psychosis drugs to draw the mind out of consciousness and allow it to
absorb more indirect sources which would be generally be unnoticed. It also causes diseases in the bone and
heart problems. It is disgusting that almost every natural source of food or water has been genetically and
chemically altered. We do not get water for free, we do not get food for free, everything comes at a cost, and
for that is the reason the monopolistic corporations stay in business and continue to profit from our losses.
Water will be free of fluoride no matter what. The Cease of Unemployment and Homelessness: One thing
which is upsetting is the lack of help and compromise given for the homeless. We know a lot of homeless
people are drug addicts, mentally ill, kicked out of homes etc. I believe for an alternate way to help homeless
people despite their circumstances. I believe a series of options such as, military service, care, employment,
and rehabilitation would suffice. For convicts sent to prison, the law will be a lot easier on the offenders and
give them 2 chances. When a man is released he is given an option, to work supervised, or to join the military.
If he breaks the law again he will either be sent to life in prison or conscripted into the military. But for crimes
such as rape, paedophilia, first degree murder etc. It has been proven multiculturalism is failing, with the
mixture of different ideas and cultures all clustered into one small space it tends to destabilize the
socio-economic factors. Australia must be pure and white again. Australia must keep its identity. It is proving
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that our race will soon die out as in the USA the white population is soon to become a minority, and
eventually white people will be bred out and the founders of the USA, the ones to flourish will become
extinct. Even in Australia we are soon to become a minority, it is fact that , Australians are born every year,
but the number of immigrants entering our country a year is ,, the majority from Asia and The Middle East.
Multiculturalism would work with a disciplined state, but with the upcoming generations and teenage
rebellion and impressionable ideas our country will be overpopulated and our youth will follow a pathway of
crime, and if not crime then racially discriminated against by foreigners with a sense of their own nationalist
pride. Australia must keep their businesses Australian, we must not sell off our assets to foreign investors with
only one purpose, to profit off our annual income, and we are losing billions because of our careless business
ethics and selling our hard working companies to the first money hungry globalist. We must make our
products Australian made; I must avoid trading with sweatshops and purchasing items for an excessive
amount of money which are only worth 20 cents. We are being ripped off. A lot of the reason we are not
earning as much money as we should be is out government is being ripped off and taxed for buying products
from overseas. We must annihilate the monopolistic corporations ran by the government which rise retail
prices and rip us off out of our hard earned money. Establish a More Safer Australia: We must form a vigilante
wing to cease crime around our cities, this would help with the decay of large criminal organizations and drug
trafficking rings. A more stable and competent police force, we must build more projects that are suitable for
our youth that can be educational and fun. We must have a way for the future of Australia, more Nobel Prize
winners, awards, and more prestigious people. Australia needs to be pure, intelligent, educated, disciplined,
and most of all SAFE!! Increased budgets on Hospitals, Education, and other essential services: The education
system should grant what I call a reward income, for every student that successfully completes year 9, 10, 11,
and 12 every completed year will grant a reasonable sum of money. This should encourage children to stay at
school and have a reason to strive for the best. Our schools must be well disciplined with the compromisation
of our students, punishment is one sided in our schools now, punishment should be respected for the real cause
of the problem. Students should get more leeway then they already do. We must ensure the rights and
freedoms of every Australian. We must stick to our original constitution, we must hold our freedom and our
heritage. Bring The Troops Home: We must bring every soldier home and welcome them with the ultimate
celebration, a nationwide party commemorating our fallen troops and our troops who have returned home.
History needs to be taught the correct way, we must learn about our ancestors, we must learn about our
culture, about our struggles and the abuse of our civil rights, we must tell the truth about Australian history,
not the one sided version the liberalists want us to hear. We must be acknowledged the Aboriginal people
caused acts of terror to the European settlers. We are taught how Captain Cook was a murderer, and the
aboriginal renegade Pemulwuy was honoured and considered a hero for the rape and murder of dozens of
White Europeans. We must avoid the indoctrination of "tolerance" that is used to profit for the globalized
media. We must go full throttle to ensure our media and our education becomes free from corruption.
Chapter 3 : National Socialist Party of Australia - Wikipedia
The National Socialist Party of Australia (NSPA) was a minor Australian neo-Nazi party that operated in the s and s. It
was formed in as a more moderate breakaway from the Australian National Socialist Party (ANSP).
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Australia as a federation is nowhere near being a socialist state, never has been and never will be, simply because
Australia is a Commonwealth! This means that constitutionally, the federation of independent governments (the states
&amp; the co-ordin.
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Steve the National Socialist decided to go out with his mascot 'Kitler' and show his support for Australia First NSW in the
local Sutherland Shire council elections, as part of the "growing.

Chapter 6 : The Socialist - Magazine of the Socialist Party (Australia)
Dreaming of a National Socialist Australia by Barbara Winter (English) Paperback. Press Photo Socialist National
Convention in Cleveland, Ohio - nef

Chapter 7 : Australian National Socialist Party - Wikipedia
also Barbara Winter, Dreaming of a National Socialist Australia: The Australia First Movement, (Carindale: Interactive
Publications, ), p. Google Scholar

Chapter 8 : The United Australian National Socialist Party
The term "National Socialism" was an attempt to redefine Marxist socialism and capitalism. The Nazis sought to achieve
this by a "people's community" the aim of uniting all Germans as national comrades, whilst excluding those deemed to
be aliens.

Chapter 9 : Rise Up Australia Â» Nazism
The Australian National Socialist Party (ANSP) was a minor Australian Nazi (short for national socialist) party that was
formed in It merged into the National Socialist Party of Australia, originally a splinter group, in
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